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PAL ON 

Plants ae 
symptoms of ozone in- 
jury have been found on 
some national forests. 

Air pollution has re- 
sulted in changes in 
species composition 
and in the loss of sensi- 
tive individual plants 
in some forested areas. 
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& Wildernesses 
managed by the Forest 
Service are national 
treasures that must be 
protected from air 
pollutants. 

& The effect of global — 
increases in ai 
CO,on forest growth and 
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The cause of de- * 
creases in growth 
that have been discov- \ . 
ered in some forested 
areas still needs tobe > pz 
determined. — BS 
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The pingsscal plant 
consists of a 7000 sq. ft. 
greenhouse and a 2000 
sq. ft. headhouse. 

Temperatures insade 
the greenhouse are con- 
trolled wth air condt- 
tioners, and the air ts 
continuously filtered 
to remove ozone and 
particulates. 



Twenty Continuous- 
ly Stirred Tank Reactors 
(CSTRs) with tempera- 
ture and relative humid- 
ity controls are located in 
full sunlight. 

Computer controls for 
the CSTRs keep actual 
concentrations of ozone 
( ) close to target 

concentrations ( ) 
and allow independent 
fumigations in sep- 
arate chambers. 
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. acidic precipitation. 

4 Large numbers of 
plants can be grown un- 
der uniform environmen- 
tal conditions. 

Rain simulation > 
equipment can be 
used to test the effects of 
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Changing water 
relations are a good 
measure of plant re- 
sponse to stress. 

Maintaining a 
state-of-the-art facility re- 
quires that newequipment 
be developed and that 
old equipment be modified 
ona continual basis. 

Indirect of 
air-borne pollutants 
such as interactions 
between acid rain and 
diseases of forest trees 
can be important. 
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CENTER FOR 
FOREST 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STUDIES 

DIRECTIONS: The Center for Forest Environmental Studies is near MAILING ADDRESS: 
Macon, Georgia, and is about 80 miles south of the Atlanta Hartsfield 
International Airport. Follow interstate 75 to Macon and exit onto USDA Forest Service 
Interstate 16 East. Drive about 5 miles and leave Interstate 16 at Exit 5. | 
Turn left at the light at the end of the exit ramp onto Ocmuilgee East Studies 
Boulevard. Drive 0.2 miles and turn right onto Joe Tamplin industrial Route 1, Box 182 A 
Boulevard. Drive about 2 miles being careful of abrupt left curve. Tum Dry Branch, GA 31020 
right at the first stop sign onto Riggins Mill Road. Drive 0.4 miles and (912)744-0210 
turn right at the first drive after the USDA Forest Service sign. The Center 
is located about 100 yards from Riggins Mill Road. 


